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The Quatorial ProgrammeTM include: 
 
· 15 hours of Quatorial lesson (4:1) per week
· 105hours of Workshop (4:1) per week
· News Review
· Tutorial lesson for the Quatorial Programme + 5  Tutorials

Daily News
The day starts with a session focused on the news.

Quatorial lesson: Accuracy
The focus of this component is to ensure that students' oral and
written German becomes more accurate. Language work, 
including grammar, structure, vocabulary and pronunciation, 
is approached in a contextualised and communicative manner. 
(7,5h)

Quatorial lesson: Comprehension skills
Students work on reading and listening comprehension 
through a wide variety of texts, both written and oral.  This is 
used as a springboard for communicative interaction in a 
number of formats, such as roleplay, negotiation, debate and 
discussion. (7,5h)

Workshop: Critical analysis 
In this workshop the central approach are the analysis and 
discussion about current affairs. Critical thinking tools are 
used to analyse  and the skills acquired can easily be 
transferred to different contexts. (5h)

Workshop : Spoken Assertiveness
Taught in a mixed level group, Spoken Assertiveness 
Workshop prepares students for the reality of having to 
communicate effectively in an ever changing global 
environment. (5h)

Workshop : Writing with accuracy
Learners grow their ability to articulate elaborate ideas in 
German and sustain their argument in written discussion. 
(5h)

Quatorial Quatorial +5 Tutorials

08.45-09.00 News review News review

09.00-10.30 Quatorial (4:1) - Accuracy (1,5h) Quatorial (4:1) - Accuracy (1,5h)

10.45-11.15 Preparation Preparation

11.15-12.45 Quatorial (4:1) - Comprehension  skills (1,5h) Quatorial (4:1) - Comprehension skills (1,5h)

13.45-14.45 Spoken Assertiveness (1h) Spoken Assertiveness (1h)

15.00-16.00 Critical Analysis   (1h) Critical Analysis   (1h)

16.15-17.15 Writing with accuracy  (1h) Writing with accuracy  (1h) 

17.15-18.15 Tutorial (1:1)
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The Tutorial™ Programmes are specifically tailored to the needs of the individual. Due to its intense and personal nature, the
Tutorial™ is a powerful catalyst for growth, one that helps shape an assertive bilingual ability. The scholar is assigned different
tutors  throughout  the  day,  who adapt  the  style  and pace  of  their  pedagogical  approach.  Learning materials  are  selected
specifically; some students choose to bring documents used often in their place of work or study in order to tackle the linguistic
challenges they are confronted with in their day-to-day life. Extensive personal attention and detailed feedback ensures that the
participant advances cogently in their competencies.
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Tutorial 15 Tutorial 20 Tutorial 25 Tutorial 30

08.45-09.00 News review News review News review News review

09.00-10.30 Tutorial until 10 am Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial

10.45-11.15 Preparation Preparation Preparation Preparation

11.15-12.45 Tutorial until 12.15 pm Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial

13.45-14.45 Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial until 15.15 pm

15.00-16.00 Self Study Self Study Tutorial Tutorial 15.30-17.00 pm

The Tutorial™ - with personal tutor hours

Tutorial means the scholars choose individual lessons with a personal tutor. 2 or 3 tutors are 
assigned to each participant. These sessions are conducted in studious isolation, allowing 
scholars to concentrate at their fullest.


